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And so we begin Volume ~. How do you like our new look? It's an 
experiment. so do write and tell us what you think (and ~s send an article) 

Most of this issue is taken up with reports from the Australian Computers in 
Education Conference in Canberra and the Computers in Education Group of South 
Australia State Conference. Conferences are a time of sharing ideas. meeting new 
and old friends, and seeing new machines and software. and these two were no 
exception. 
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Australian Computers in Education Conference 1 989 
Logo vas coL a defiJliLe st.n~.nd aL Lhis year's eonfennce, and vas virtually 

invisible in the exhibition. but vas nevertheless in evidence. There vas one clash 
in the program; Anne McDougall and Liddy Neville vera both presenting aL the 
sa.me time (Boxer isn't Logo, is it.) LEGO/Loao vas regularly demonst.rat.ed 
throughout the conference by Peter Smith. Published here are the abstracts of the 
Logo papers. and brief comments on the presentations. 

Barry Newell: The Crowded Currieulum 

[eynote speaker Barry Newell is·vell knovn for his Logo work and books 
Turtle Coa/1Jsio11 and Turtles S_peU JIJIJJJeJIUiics. and his paper. 'The Crowded 
Curriculum·. contains a section entitled 'The ImporL&nce of Programming· which 
describes some of the rationale behind the Turtle Trap problem oul:lined in Turtles 
SPifl'k MM/JelllJIJics and 'High School Malhematics: Logo and Unear Equations· (in 
the West issue of AI/SlrJJJiaJ1 Educstioa8.1 Computing). Much of the paper concerns 
the representation of knowledge as models. To summarise. its headings: 

1. Introduction 
2. Some Basic Ideas 

(a) Prediction is a fundamental human activity 
(b) Prediction needs vorlting models 
(c) We live iJl a vorld of 'represenL&tions'. 
(d) There are tvo main types of representations 

(i) B can represent A if ve agree that it does 
(ii) B can represent A if B works in the same way as A in some 

essenti&l aspect. 
(e) There are tvo main types of models. 

I Representation J 

___ __....----- --------.._ ____ _ 
Et·ee Representation\ 

Sy-m.tols 
\Wor1~mg Represent.8.t.ion \ 

' Model• I 

li L~tters Words 
f Numl!nls 
I 

3. R~.p~ntation a.nd Learning 
<•l~![~ia& ~a 'bootstrap· process 

I It;mamio:: Mode!2 1 

l 

1

1 
f'hystoal l.1·:.·Ms ) 
S•:i~nli!ic TM•lnes II 

1 lfflth•n"'h~-• 
Compr1ter F:co~.rflntS I 
Uent•ltl<>d•l• 

(~) Yelearn bY a 'Guess u.dl'est' process 
(c) Lt:arners must cope vitll.'a 'belief-disbelief dilemma·. 
(d) '!Mfning is driven 'hy '-)e~ch for simplicity·. 
(~) Mental models are predomiAu.tly 'visual'. 
(f) Meatal m.odelure 'L&cit' . 

.(. Tvo Teaching Problems 
(a) Our uplao.ations are a limited source of 'mo4t!l building aa.tt~r.iab'. 
(b) Our stu~_nt's old konovledge is also a-limited source of .mode1 building 

materials. 
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' Representation of the curriculum 
6 The Importance of PrOf!r&mming 

'We will not mate much pravess. towvd• our soaJ of using c0$puten to improve 
clllldren's educational experiences. until we move beyond simple teol unce. II we wlsll 
to intean.te computen into the curriculum. in .ore than a auperrioial IUIIoer. then we 
must begin to ustillse their fundamental propert4es. The representatiomt.l approach 
advocated here SUIII!IU that. in I!IS8Dte, computers are devices lor lruilding working 
miJdels or tile world. These models are called ·proerams·. Thus. building ud ruulng 
coaputer proeram• is one of tile moat direct way. that cbildr1111 can p.in lint-hand 
experience In constructing 1.11d using articulated representations. (p <13) 

7. Can elusion 

Margaret Kennedy: Beginner's guide to Logo 

'Introducing LOGO ( .s:ic) to less able children. Margaret discovered the need 
for a workbook to .help th~ chil<k-en acquire the basic fra.mewgrk to el'lable them 
to print. save, etc. She therefore wrote her own workbook, constantly revising it to 
suit the particular needs of the children. The workbook will be available for people 
to try out.' 

Margaret outlined a number of problems in using Logo in the classroom 
I Logo is not as easily integrated as adventure games. and students cannot work as 

in de pendently. 
2 Children need help at hand. eg. to understand error messages 
3 Teachers, often new to computing and Logo, need support 
4 Children need to work at their own pace. and keep records of successes and 

failures 
:> Scheduling machines and teachers can be difficult 
... and reasons why Logo is a valuable learning experience 
I Logo is fun. 
2 Drawing is a logical extension of an everyday activity 
3 Logo allows all children to use their creativity and achieve a satisfactory level 
4 Logo is an excellent tool for the intellectually gifted 
:> Logo encourages problem solving and discovery 

She demonstrated aspects of the workbook (based on Logotron Logo), 
designed to provide the basic commands. a range of aetivities and reinforcement 
and a springboard to further activities Among activities s.laown were screen mazes 
All of us workin-g wit.h Loge have been down similar pat..b.·s. but ma.ny in the 
audience were clearly new to Logo, and for them it was a useful presentation 

Pam Gibbons: Confusion, Gognition and Metacognition 
(The agony and the ecstacy) 

'During 1988 I made use of Barry Newell's boot Turtle Confusion as a 
resource in teaching a tertiary course on Logo and problem solving It is perhaps 
fitting that I would like to use this conference. at vhich Barry is a keynote speaker. 
as a forum to discuss the results and implications of the venture. The project has 
raised some imporiAI'lt issues in my own mind about the hurdles that will need to be 
overcome if problem sol:ving is to be a serious curriculum objective in AustE:al-ian 
schools. This is not a se&~ion for those who are looking for hard-cere research; I 
ho.pe it wW.l be more of a 'fireside chat' about what happened when I put an unusual 
resource into action with a group of hitherto traditionally educated adolescents.· 

Barry Newell was in the audience. and we were given the task of solving two 
of the puzzles (I and 31) from Turtle Confusion 
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Pa.m then shoved a number of solutions devised by members of her class at 
the catholic College or Education in Sydney. The paper itself contains a number or 
comments from the students. one observing that he had never before been asked to 
solve a problem that he did not already know how to solve. 

Pa.m concludes: 'If we wish problem solving to have an impact in our 
schools. we must provide students with opportunities to gain experience in the 
solving of true problems. If metacognition is a valuable tool in true problem 
solving. then perhaps we should not.only provide opportunities for students to gain 
experience in describing their own metacognition, but we should assist in the 
development of appropriate language to do so. 

An attitude which does not narrow correctness down to one solution. the 
skill of productive lateral thinking, the ability to analyse ones own thinking and 
the confidence to try new approaches are facets of true problem solving which 
would have a greater chance of bearing fruit if they were nutured in children 
from an early age.' 

Peter Carter: Stepping out: Legged robots in LEGO 

'We take walking for granted. but legged robots are the subject of intense 
study at various research intsitutions around the world. With LEGO/Logo it is 
possible to build simple legged machines and explore some of the issues &nd 
problems.· 

You read most of this in a previous issue of POALL but illustrated this time 
with slides. and with the inclusion of two new leg mech&nisms (see pp 6 & 19) The 
machines &nd second projector all worked. &nd the presentation was later described 
by one person as 'laid back'. 

Anne McDougall: Recursions in Logo 

This paper reviews .research on teaching recursion in Logo programming. 
and .resources for this. It considers some areas of difficulty described in the 
research literature. including treatment of only tail recursion. encouragement of 
looping models for .recursion. effects of previous experience in BASIC 
programming. and that teachers and authors may be presenting a topic that they do 
not fully understand. It notes that these problems are reflected in inaccuracies &nd 
confusing treatments in some books o.n Logo. 

Anne presented exa.mples of correct models and explanations of recursive 
processes. many of them from her PhD research work. Question time at the end 
brought forth a question about the need for recursion. since recursion vas rarely 
used in Pascal. with its choice of looping constructs. 

Some of these issues are explored in an item elsewhere in this edition of 
PO ALl 

Jeff Richardson: Computer Environments as media for expression (a 
polemic) 

·A computer environment is a medium. So is televison. So is painting. So is 
print or writing Or are they? It is a. commonplace remark that the iDfor.m&t.ioD 
erplosioD or the silico11 chip nwolut.ioD is as sjgn:iticant as the spread of the 
printing press five centuries -.BO. Now wri,ting e#sf.ed before the printing press. 
but Ivan Illich has argued (ABC. llJe &JplJ&beiiSIIt.ioD of llJe JJu.mu .mi11d North 
Point Press 1988) that printing and the spread of what we might crudely call 
literacy has changed the way that people think. 
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Strangely perhaps. a similar claia does not seem sustainable for moving 
pictures, even though their relationship to still pictures is much more dramatic 
(Marvin Minsky, quoted in Stewart Brand's Tlle Media l8b (Penguin 19&8) said 
"Imagine if TV was actually good! We'd have to rethink everything ") 

A similar claim is made however. for computer environments. by Seymour 
Papert ( Mi.JJdstor.ms 1980) 

I will argue that computer environments offer the possibility of 
engagement to writers -c1 readers (in a broad sense) in a vay that writing does 
and TV does not. 

Great artists continue to create enduring works of literature. vhile the 
ordinary person continues to use writing and printing to create and publish verbal 
objects. Since the inventions of both cinema and TV. some canonical works have 
been created. The ordinary person however is almost totally cast as a reader. or 
consumer. even though video technology appears to offer something different. 
Similarly. the software industry, while less than fifty years old, has thrown up very 
few masterpieces. Within the computer culture however. there have been a lot of 
ordinary people doing important creative work 

Computer use in education can be divided into approaches which place the 
learner as a reader. a writer or both It is possible to read and analyse computer 
environments as texts. It is only possible however to use soae computer 
environments for writing. creating, further computer environments. or texts. 

I wish to emphasise the use of computer environments as media for creative 
expression. Such environments may be the more commonplace word processors. 
progro.mmable spreadsheets. databases or integrated works style environments. Or 
they may be richer. more open ended and slightly exotic environments like 
Logo Writer, Boxer or HyperCard. 

The argument will be presented very briefly and the session given over to 
discussion from the floor.' 

Discussion from the floor vas quite lively, particularly at several of jeff's 
comments: 'Most of the software here lin the exhibition] I despise.· and 'Carmen 
Sandie go 7 I'd rather read the aUas. · Another vas that there were only two creative 
pieces of software, Logo Writer and HyperCard Obviously not everyone ·s view, but 
then, what is creativity? How can one be creative with Gree.JJ Globs? 

Liddy Neville: Introduction to Boxer 

Since the published abstract vas for a different paper, a couple of extracts 
from the paper itself: 

'Boxer is not just a smarter or faster version of existing systems. Boxer has 
its own unique design features which have been carefully developed to make the 
human/computer interface as intuitive as possible The spatial metaphor which is 
the basis of the environment is native to Boxer (although it is now appearing in 
other systems). The hyperspace qualities of Boxer extend beyond the capabilities of 
standard hypertext systems. and the boxes of Boxer are not cosmetic but 
fundamental to the system. 

Boxer does not fit into this category !of normal information handling 
packages]. Boxer is a working environment for thinkers. It has evolved in the 
rarified atmosphere of the academic world. Unless there is a concerted effort to 
bring this technology out into main stream education, this type of electronic 
support of thinking for learners will not necessarily exist. If Boxer does get this 
support. it will be suitable for a wide range of learning situatio.ns including 
learning about the established world and inventing the future world.· 
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Computers in Education Group of South Australia State 
Conference, October 20 .. 22 

The conference itself vas held at SACAE Magill, but the opening on the 
Friday evening vas at the Technology School of the Future at The Levels. Garth 
Boomer vas opening speaker, and presented ten uioms and warnings about 
technology in education. A selection: 'The human brain learns e1perimentally. and 
is aggressive to learn.· 'Brain power is shut down when someone else takes 
responsibility for learning.· 'Students should demand and expect to use computers 
as tools.' 'Most testing is a brain hazard.· 'Schools are dominated by words' (and not 
graphics. music etc. ie. multimedia) The whole emphasis was on designing and 
planning. 

Rosemary Williams. of Portland University. Oregon. was keynote speaker on 
the Saturday, "With the topic 'Changing the way we think: Technology in education 
and everyday life.· The theme was a quotation from James Dickey: 

'One conatantly hears the computer referred to as a tool, a though this were reasurance 
of some sort. It is reassur-ance only until one remembers how the tool has shaped the 
human hand. and notea with a shock that this tool is shaping not the hand but the mind. 
A tool used as extensiYely a the computer cannot help influencing bow we thinlc.' 

Again. some good constructivist stuff. with emphasis on learning in a 
culture, by tinkering and experiment. 

There was only one Logo paper. published on the nelt pages. but Irene 
Meyer ran two veil attended LEGO/Logo workshops. 

More LEGO Legs 

LEGO walking machines. because of the limitations of sensing and control. 
must be statically stable. For a quadruped. tha.t means either that oniy one leg can 
be in. the air at a time. or the machine keeps all four on. the surface at all times and 
shuffles. The leg shown below maintains a constant length as it moves througn a 
small arc. Almost any gait can be used with it. 

4 " 1 bricks 

VehlC:It' ~· -· 
Pivots 8 ho los a par! 

L~g 1 6 " 1 brid. 
Ratchot 4 " 1 brick 

Spokod hub iind ty r• 

(coDliAuetl oD p 19) 
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recursion n. (see recursion) 

Abstract: Without a sound understanding of recunion it is difficult, if not impoasible, 
to progress witb Logo. Perhaps some of tbe difficulties people fase are eaused by 
misconceptions about wbat recunion is and is not. This paper loots at some of tboae 
misconceptions, and suuests more satisfactory explanations of the process. 

'Recursion is the act of defining an object or solving a problem in terma of itself. A 
careless recunion can lead to infinite rearess. We avoid the bottomless circularity 
inherent in this tactic by demandinB that the recursion be stated in terms of some 
"simpler" object. and by providing the definition or solution of some trivial base case. 
Properly used, recursion is a powerful problem solving technique, both in artificial 
domains like mll.tbematics and computer programming, and in real life.' 

The words of Friedman a.nd Felleisen in their preface ID The litl.le l/SPer 
(1987), an amusing LISP text with a clear emphasis on recursion. It is not 
necessarily the purpose of this paper w try ID convince you that recursion is a 
·powerful problem solving technique·. but ID give some familiar exo.mples of 
recursion. and ID give an explanation. by analogy, that may help ID explain what 
happens during the execution of recursive Logo procedures 

Whether we realise it or not. recursion is common in our lives. News 
broadci!.Sts and telecasts frequently include segments from reporters outside the 
studio. and in turn. outside reporters often present other speakers. We have no 
difficulty keeping l.nl.ck of the report (within the report) within the report. 
Modern telephone systems allow us ID put a caller on hold while we mate another 
call w find some information before returning to the original conversation. 
Language itself contains recursive elements. with clauses and phrases nested 
within sentences. and this is more apparent in some languages. German for 
instance. with verbs at the end of sentences. than in others. 

In the arts. music, with often subtle key changes. shows recursive structure. 
although unless the listener either has perfect pitch or can follow the score. the 
level of nesting is easily lost. Shakespeare's 'Hamlet", with its play within the play, 
is but one exo.mple of recursive theatre. Most people are familiar with Russian 
dolls. nested one inside the other. and recursive pictures are quite common. It was 
just such a picture on a book cover that disturbed Sherry Turkle ( 1984): 

'Whene'ter I looked at the photograph or the book I couldn't step thinking about 
them. yet could find no way to capture for myself or for anyone else exactly wbat it was 
that wu so upsetting and gripping for me. 

Other children meet this experience in the form of questions about where the stars 
end or whether there is eYer a final image when mirrors reflect mirrors. In all of these 
cases, wbat disturbs is closely tied to what fucinates and wbat fascinates is deeply 
rooted in what d ioturba. 

When I was in trouble witb self-referential pictures I could get no help. Ths adults 
around me were no better able to handle the infinite series of ever smaller little girls 
thlll I was. except to assert their authority by telling me not to think about such things. 
Children's encounters with ideas lite self-reference, infinity, and paradox are 
disturbingllld exciting and are made all tbe more mysterious by the fact that appeals to 
parents about them are lill:ely to priWOII:e frustratins admonitions not to thint about such 
slippery questions. Yet such questions become storm centres in the mind.' (p 23) 

Other workers have found. as did Turtle. that quite young children are able 
ID recognise recursion and se'!f-reference. Some choi•l.dren 's literature, for instance 
llJe C81 i.a 1/Je HJIIt-:omes /Nu1:; contain recursive elements. But there ll.l'e mo-re 
subtle recursions in nature. Benoit Mlutde!brot has drawn attention w the · fra.cta1' 
nature of much of the world. and fractals since have become a popular means of 
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demonstrating recursion. William Poundstone's thesis (198') is that the universe 
can be described in a few simple. recursive rules, demonstrating his case with the 
game of 'Life· and other cellular automata (Brian Silverman has. in effect. turned 
the book into software with T.be P.buuo.m Fis.biAOJ:.) Recursion in some form is 
inescapable. 

Logo and recursion are almost synonymous. and there are occasional 
arguments about whether a programming language for students should use 
recursion so widely or be equipped with looping structures REPEAT ... URTIL, 
FOR ... DO, YHIL! ... DO, etc. (Logo's REPEAT is less powerful than those) 

More than once I have listened to discussions in the Pascal community about 
the value of both REPEAT ... URTIL and IHILl ... DO. because students tend to be 
uncertain about which to use in which circumstances. Abelson. Sussman and 
Sussman (198') a.re characteristically blunt in their comments about such choices. 
and their machine implementation· · .. .special iteration constructs a.re useful only as 
syntactic sugar.' (p 33) In other words, there need be no choice. iteration can be 
performed more effectively with tail recursion. 

Many writers of Logo books. especially in the early years of Logo, offered 
explanations that were plainly wrong. That may have been due to their 
unfamiliarity with Logo compared with, say, BASIC, but the impression they leave is 
false. One enmple. by Gruber (1983) 

'This brillgl> us to what I would consider a more controversial aspect of the 
language: reccrnion. lh&t paculiar progrwming con;truct in which a procedure callt 
ltsell. Here's a very simple example ... IWltb aline missing ln tlle original I 

TO PlU:1ft. TO. 10 :1m:! 
IF : :!1m > 1 o I S?OP I 
PRII!.!0.10 :~ + 1 
EID 

The lines are executed in order. just as in BASIC. ... 
The tey ia the next line ... 

P1Uft.T0.10 :I!Ri + 

This is the recursion. the procedure calling itsell but with the argument : lflJI1 
increued by I. Actually, in this simple example, the retursion is exactly equivalent to 
a GOTO the II' line.' (p 14) 

The fact is that the recursive call is ~ot equivalent tn a GO'ro. and the 
procedure does not call 'itself'. Elsewhere in the article, Gruber discusses local 
variables, but nowhere does he offer a clear explanation of recursion One is left 
with the impression of a loop. Recursion is not looping. Recursion is nesting. 
interruption and deferral; procedures calling new copies of themselves. 

Other writers of the same period offer descriptions similar to !Jruber's. or no 
explanation at all Heller et aJ. for example. have six pages devoted tn very 
cumbersome fractal procedures. but ma.ke no attempt to describe or explain the 
process, and the word 'recursion· does not appear in the index. 

Fortunately, other writers. who :seem to have come from a 
mathematics/ computer science/LISP background have been more helpfuL The most 
accessible writer is Brian Harvey. whose Computer Science lOKO S.tyle trilogy 
should be required reading for teachers, and course planners and administrators 
In Volume l (198') he presents four Chapters,, each dealing with recursion from a 
different viewpoint: the combining method, the little people method. the tracing 
method. and the leap of faith method. I would suggest that you read these at your 
leisure. 

Let me offer an explanation that is similar tn_ Harvey's 'tracing method'. but 
embellished by ideas adapted (rom Douglas Hol's~ter, and taken from ThinkinK 
lOKO (Carter 1987. pp 16 .. 17) For a procedure. a small numerical example 
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TO Counting2 : ~r 
IF : Im1beor = 0 [STOP I 
Counting2 : nuaber - I 
PRII'l' : n~r 
EID 

'Turtles are tnown to occasionally mutter to UJemselves as they wort. One was once 
overheard as it worted on U!is problem: (Seems it had access to a photocopier ... ) 

"Hmm, Counting2 3. :number's not 0, so what's next? Counling2 3 - I." (Mates copy 
of Countins2. writes 2 on it, and puts Counling2 3 on the table.) 

"Hmm. Counting2 2. :number's not 0, so what's next? Counting2 2 - 1." (Mates copy 
of Counting2. writes I on it, and puts Counting2 2 on Counting2 3 on U!e table.) 

"Hmm, Counting2 I. :number's not 0, so what's next? Counting2 I - I.· (Mates copy 
of Countins2. writes 0 on it, and puts Counting2 I on the sud:.) 

"Hmm, Counling2 0. :number is 0, so U!at's UJe end of U!at onel" (Tosses it into U!e 
bin and picts up UJe lop copy from UJe pile on UJe table.) 

"Ah yes, print U!e value or :number." (He writes a I on U!e screen. drops Countilll!2 I 
into UJe bin and picb up UJe lop copy.) 

"Ah yes, print UJe value of :number." (He writes a 2 on U!e screen, drops Counting2 2 
into the bin and pich up UJe lop copy.) 

"Ah yes, print UJe value of :number." (He writes a 3 on the screen and drops 
Countins2 3 into UJe bin.) 

"Done.· he murmurs wiUJ a satisfied grin. 

In many instances of recursion a. process is replaced by a modi! ied copy of itself: 
PolySpi is a classic example. In oUJers, lite Counting2, UJe process is deferred until U!e 
simplest case is finished and UJe recursion ·unwinds'. Below is UJe first of many 
diagrams showing how recursive processes wort. The numbered circles represent calls to 
the procedure, 4 in U!ls Instance. The downward pointing arrO'IIS on UJe left show values 
being passed. II U!ere were outputs UJey would be shown upwards on U!e right but 
Countlng2 simply prints its values. 

Counting~ ! 

The choice of the word 'stack' is deliberate. The Logo interpreter uses a 
stack to store the variables for each instantiation of the procedure: at each call. the 
values are 'pushed' to the stack. as the recursion unwinds. they are 'popped' off. 
When a Logo system crashes with an OUT or I:IEmRY error the problem is really a 
stack overflow. usually caused by a recursive procedure without an ildequate stop 
rule. Mention of the bin in the story is an allusion to ·garbage collection·. the 
method by which the interpreter reclaims unused memory. 
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Most modern Logo implementations have a TRACl facility. which allows 
inputs and outputs. and the level of recursion. to be monitored A list processing 
example: 

TO ~Te :itft :list 
IF Er!P'H? : list I OUTPUT I II 
IF : i tea • FnS'f :list (OU'l'Ptl'l' ~ve : iteoo BU!'Fns! : lirt I 
OUi'PU'I' SDI'1'El!CE FIRST :list bllove :itea mrnsT :list 
m 

S1IJf ll.et!oove "potato [apple ora~ banana potato pineapple apricot I 
Reaove pot&to (apple orange banana potato pinMpple apricot] 
:Reaon potato (orange banana potato pinHpple apricot I 
iseoY~> potato [banana potato piDHppa apricot] 

Rtoaave :pc>Ulto [:pert. to pill!'apple apricot 1 
ReMoTe potato [pineapple apricot I 

l<.O>aon potato [ aprioot] 
~Te potato I 1 
F.eaove Outputs II 

If.etoon Outputs [ aprioot] 
Re1110ve Outputs (pineapple apricot] 

i&eov& Output~ [piD9applO> apricot] 
ll.erlove Out puts I banana piDI!ll. pple apricot J 

Reii!Ove Outputs [ora~ banana pineapple apricot] 
~v& Outputs [appl& orang& banana pineapplo aprioot] 

[apple orange banana pineapple apricot] 

It is not difficult to draw a diagram from such a trace. but the task becomes 
more interesting when the recursion branches .. 

TO Count 'fords :object 
IF EHP'l'Y? :object [OU'l'PUT OJ 
IF IOlm? FIRST :object [OU'l'Ptl'l' 1 I 
OUTPUT (Countfords FD.S'r :objoot) + (Conntford~ BU'l'FD.S'r :object) 
EliD 

P:R Countfords {'fh:i.s i:s (a list ](of lists]] (see diagram on next page) 

How should recursion be introduced? Most writers begin with tail recursion 
(PolySpi etc) But there is a body of opinion that suggests that ·embedded· 
recursion be used first. with tail recursion coming later as a special case. this 
sequence reducing the likelihood of recursion being seen as looping I generally 
begin with tail recursion. but always with stop rules. and emphasise that the 
procedure is not calling itself. but a new copy of itself A procedure like this can be 
used ... 

TO Swps : l•Dgth 
IF : leDgth < 1 0 ! STOP ] 
FORftlUl 1 0 RISR'f 90 FO:RftRD 1 0 LEF'f 90 
Steps :length- 10 
EliD 

... and then ch&nged to TO Steps : leDgth 
IF : l.Bngt.h < 1 0 I S'f'OP J 
FORftRD 10 RISR'f 90 FORftRD 10 LEF'f 90 
Steps :length - 10 
RISR'f 90 FO:RftRD 10 LEF'f 90 BACX 10 
Ell) 
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· .... '· 
·····~., ··.,_ 

·· ..... ·...... .-, 
·· ..... , '·. ;_ ., ·· .•.. 

·. ' 
{{of lists]]·· .. : .. 

·'··,,>·. 

I J··.,. "'·. 

C:ountWords <1t lo'ork. 

Bow wU4ol&udear. cope? Turtle Ct9M) cites the case of 'Jbtlhew' who 
YU.ablc to u•naaad rec:unive proceduresaup five. I have seen eleTea and 
twlve year olds cope with tail recutsioQ; 1tut oa the other Jwld I have see a Year 11 
and 12 studeats in difficukies (and aotonty with recursion. I f1Uestion the value of 
curreat Coaputin11 Studies counet for_.., students). joha de Figueitdo (1989) 
fouad aany or his students in dilf'icukies. 1 have a stron& suspicion that BWlY or 
the problems caa be overcome with adequate descriptions ud e1plaJlations of 
recursive proc;esses. 

'>,);;) 
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How does one design recursive procedures? Perhaps the advice of Hofst.&dter 
( 1986) is the most concise: 

· ... To spell out the exact nature of this recuraion-1uidina pathway, you han to answer 
two Big Questions: 

(I) What Is the embryonic case? 
(2) What is the relationship of a typical cue to the next simpler cue? 

Now actually, both of these Bis Questions break up into two subquestions (as befits any 
sell-respecting recursive question!), one concernina how you recognise where you are or 
how you are to move, the other concerning what the answer is at any given stage. This, 
spelled out more explicitly, our Big Questions are: 

( 111) How can you know when you·ve reached the embryonic case? 
(I b) What is the embryonic answer? 

(211) From a typical case, how do you take exactly one step toward the embryonic 
case? 

(2 b) How do you build this case's answer out of the "magically given" answer to the 
simpler case? 

Question (2a) concerns the nature ol the descent towarrts the embryonic case. or bottom 
line. Question (2 b) concerns the inverse aspect. ni!JDely, the ascent that carries you 
bact up from the bottom to the top level.· (p 416) 

Long ago (in computing terms) LISP was given the power of recursion for 
the symbol manipulation of AI research. Logo has that power without the 
confusing syntax and unnecessary choices of looping constructs of other 
languages. Logo is a language which allows students the freedom to explore and be 
creative. with recursion as a perfectly natural part of the language and problem 
solving techniques 

One is mindful. however. of Hofst.&dter's Law 'It always takes longer than 
you expect. even when you take into account Hofst.&dter 'sLaw.· 
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Diagramming Recursion 

As part of the presentAtion of the above paper. the Counting2 procedure 
was diagrammed on screen. by (naturally l a recursive procedure 

TO lestC2 : nlllber 
CI.EAR!EIT 
llerlC2Aux :~ :~ 0 
m 
TO JlestC2Aux :lenl :nu.ber :tab 
!ab :tab TopliM 16 
!&b : t&b PR ( SE [I TO Counti:>g2] : nlaber [ \ I ]) 
'I'ab :tab PR (SE [!If] :nu.ber [= 0 \(STOP\] I J) 
If :~r = 0 ['fab :t&b Bott.oool.ine 16 S'lOP] 
'I'ab :te.b PR (SE [ICountirql] :maber- 1 [ \ \ \ I]) 
JlestC2Aux :level :number- 1 5 * (1 + Abs (:nuaber- :level)) 
!ab :tab PR (SE [JPiiiT] :~r [ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ IJ) 
'I'ab :tab PR [ I EI!D\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ I l 
Tab :tab Bottoml.iM 16 
EJD 

'!'O'l'llb:~ '!'O~:~r 

REl'EM' :spaCM ['!'YPE C1laR 32] 
EID 

TO Bottomi.ine :length 
mE "I 
REPW :lenqth [TYPE"_] 
P1till'l' " I 
m 

I TO Countirql 3 
IIf 3 = 0 [STOP] 
I Comting2 2 

I TO Comt1ng2 2 
IIF 2 = 0 [S'lOP] 
I eountiDg2 1 

I TO CountiDg2 1 
IIf 1 = 0 [STOP] 
I Comt1DQ2 0 

01/'rPUT IF :~ < 0 [- :ml!Ober][:~] 
m 

'I'O 'I'opline : le:ogth 
HPE CHAR 32 
REPEAY : length [TYPE "_] 
PR!li'I' C&R 32 
m 

ITO Co.mtirql o 
IIf 0 = 0 [SYOP] 

IPlWI'l' 11·---:--

IEID 
I IPRD! 2.----,---

IEID 
I I PiDI'f 3:-----:----

tm I ____ _ 

You can adapt the idea to any recursive procedure 
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Resources 

Commodore Amiga Logo 
A Logo has just been released for the Commodore Amiga. It's written by Carl 

Sassenath for Commodore-Amiga and is designed to emulate Apple Logo. even to the 
Control key commands. That's a curious decision; here is a 1989 version of Logo. 
running on a 68000 machine. and emulating a limited 1982 6~02 implementation. 
That imposes a number of restrictions. 

Turtle is turtle shaped. small. and green and gold in colour. There can be 31 
colours on the screen at once. and the palette can be changed with the SetRGB 
primitive; pencolours can be changed after objects have been drawn. In the 
default palette. colours 1..6 are those of Apple Logo. Colour 0 is always the 
background colour. There's a !ill primitive. and also Fillln. which fills areas 
drawn in any pen colours. and a GR'I'ype, which doesn't erase like that in LCSI 
Logo II. Dot is implemented. but not DotP. 

An interesting feature is Mouse Draw. Turtle is dragged about by the mouse. 
so freehand drawing and Turtle graphics can be mixed. 

The graphics area always fills the whole screen. with the text or editor 
window superimposed on it. The text window can be moved or resized. TS. SS and 
FS work as expected. Typing 'ro ... takes one to the edit window. which one leaves 
with <CI'RL> Cor <CI'RL> G. There is an ld1 t!'ile. but to save the file one leaves the 
editor with <crRL> G and uses Sa.veFile. Self st.&rting files must be generated with 
lt11t!'1le by adding a command line at the end. rather than with :3'TARTUP (A 
similar technique can be used with View and Logotron on the BBC) 

Property lists and buried packages are implemented. Predicates may end in 
either P or ?. eg El!lptyP or Empty? 

The manua.l. is in a ring binder. in two sections. tutorial and reference. 
There is an index. but no bibliography. and no real technical detail on the 
implementation. Although the manual suggests that the version was designed to 
make it easy to use with material from existing Logo books. none is listed. To go 
with the package. Commodore Australia has commissioned some beginners· material 
from Pam Gibbons in Sydney. She was happy to write it. but puzzled. 

The other ma.i.n area of interest is the Say primitive. Assuming the machine 
has Workbench 1.3 and the necessary hardware. Logo can generate speech. 

So much for what Amiga Logo has. Now for what it hasn't. There are no 
multiple or redefinable Turtles or sprites. In that regard, this Logo is less capable 
than Commodore 64 Logo of 1983. Neither Step nor Trace is implemented, so 
debugging &-upport is limited. (Will there be an Amiga Logo Tool l:it like the old 
Apple Logo Tool Kit to supply the necessary procedures?) 

The Logo seems to run at a respectable speed. about 8 seconds for a 200 line 
PolySpi. but each run of the procedure needed at least one. if not two. garbage 
collections. That's interesting. because tail recursion shouldn't slow things down. I 
was unable to crash it with ~0 level list processing recursion. so at least there 
should be no problems in that tegard. 

There is one feature (?) that this reviewer finds particularly annoying. 
Type PR "fred and this Logo returns FRED. in other words. although it is case 
insensitive as regards input. Amiga Logo output is a.lvays a11 capitals. (In my view. 
ten in all capitals deserves capital punishment.) Something else is definitely a bug. 
With this procedure (How I write it. not how Amiga Logo prints it): 

... this input: 

TO ltNoYe : 1 tell :list 
IF EtiPft? :list (OP I 11 
IF :it- • FillS! :list (eP ·P.e.ol'e :it- BF :list] 
0P SE FillST : list l!.elloYe : itt'll BF : list 
EJI) 
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show r11110Y8 ":z I• b c d • f g hi j It 1 • no p q r s t u • • x 1 :z) 

returns: 

lA B C D E F 6 Jl I J I L If I 0 P 0 ll S 'f U l f I J I II 

In ot.her words. Sentence is tacking empty lists and words on to objects. That's not 
what Logo should do. and it could lead to all sorts of interesting problems. 

Another potential problem is that one cannot have a procedure and a free 
variable with the same name. That's easy enough to program around, but it's an 
unnecessary restriction. 

It's good that the Amiga now has a Logo. but it's a strange one. and one could 
be forgiven for wondering why Commodore didn't have a version written by 
Terrapin or LCSI. instead of by someone who is clearly outside the mainstream of 
Logo I can't help thinking it might be better to use the Amiga·s MS-DOS capability 
to run Logo Writer. 

PC Logo 
PC Logo, by Harvard Associates. has been around for a while, and version 30 

is now available. PC Logo makes much better use of the PC's features than does 
Amiga Logo of the Amiga. to the extent of using an 8087 math coprocessor if fitted. 
access to the BIOS. and the capacity to use either CGA or Hercules standard graphics. 
Syntax is MIT/Terrapin style, with predicates ending in ?, and IF.. 'IHEN .. ELSE 
rather than IF .. [ .. ] [ .. ]. Stepping, tracing and other debugging primitives are 
included. as is the ability to work in bases other than 10. Playing with binary or 
hexadecimal numbers is easy. and there are logical operators. LOGAND, LOGOR, etc. 
for use with binary numbers. Some aspects of computing science are therefore 
easily demonstrated. There is full access to files. 

On a NEC Powermate 1 Plus, a 200 line PolyS pi took about 3 ~ seconds, even 
with the triangular Turtle visible. and quite smoothly, without any garbage 
collections. List processing was also quite fast. It's possible to set stack and other 
memory sizes at startup, so there should be few problems with stack overflows 
However.like Amiga Logo. this one also returns objects in upper case. Normally, PC 
Logo is case insensitive. but the CAS! and NOCJ.S! primitives change it to case 
sensitive. There seems to be little excuse for this sort of behaviour. If a system 
needs. to save memory. to store procedure definitions in all capitals. that is 
something that can be lived with, but to arbitrarily cha:nge text and other objects 
seems quite unnecessary. 

PC Logo comes with a tutorial manual, a reference manual and a quick 
reference guide; comprehensive and well written. There is also a utilities disk witm 
some sample programs (the old DYNATRACK. ANIMAL etc.l. and an order card for 
the MIT Logo books (Harvey et 81) and books by Birch. The package is $199. and site 
licences are available.. For Year 12 students it would be a good system. for younger 
students I'd still prefer Logo Writer. My than.ts to Terry Malone of EdSoft for the 
opportu.a.ity to. tr.y it. 

TurUes Sped Mlthem11ics 

TurtlesSpeuM.t/Jtu1161.ics is Barry Newell's second Logo beet. Like Turtle 
CoDfusioD, the boot is in the form of a !fia1.0,gue between fBN. and ate Turtle. this 
time without puzzles and riddles. but with discussion of mafi:y issUes relating ta the 
teaching of mathematics and general ptolllem solving: 

•• ... my question Is "ho;II'PIIoes a real-life, budworting. syllabus-bound teacher mate use 
of mathematics-speaking turtlt~~~?".' 
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'That's tile central question,' said tile Turtle. 'That's tile central question ... • 

Logo's place in the curriculum has &!ways been problematic&!. and Newell's 
answer is clea.r Logo is a not.at.ion for problem solving in many a.spects of 
mathematics. 

"'What do you real by "real mathematics"?' said tile Turtle. wltll a twinkle In his eye. 
'The mathematics of reai oumben ?' 

'I mean tllinp like atsebra and trisootimetry and coordinate ceometry and calculus and 
estimation and statistics and .. .' 

'Goocll' said tile Turtle, rubbins his bands tocetller and holding tllem out to tile !Ire. 'You 
can meet all of tlloae topics witll tile turtle's help ... but you need to add iteration and 
recursion and topoiOCY and differential equations and physics and animal behaviour and 
artificial intellisence and robotics and principles of desisn ... tile list is almost 
endless.'" 

The main pa.rt of the discussion is centred around the Turtle Trap. 
procedures based on some ideas from Chapter 2 of Abelson and diSessa.'s Turtle 
Geo.mezry The idea is to restrict the Turtle to one part of the screen as it wanders 
R.AliDOltly about. 

Equally central to the book is a parable against 'disembodied learning·. 
caused by artificial boundaries between subjects 

The book con eludes with a list 

Logo provides: 
I. contact with fundamental and useful mathematical ideas. 
2. lnterestins contexts tllat slve reasons to learn tile mathematical ideas. 
3. links (between intuitive knowledge and formal ideas) that are tho means to learn 

tile mathematical ideas. 
4. working models of mathematical ideas and scientific concepts. 
~- good feed bact so that you can assess your own ideas and understanding. 
6. first-hand experience with the power of formal muhem&ticallmowledge. 

TurtlesSpea.k M8ti1e.mst.ics should be read by all teachers of mathematics. 

Others 

Two potentially interesting books have just been reviewed in Nllture The 
first is T.!Je Turing Omnihus: 6/.&cursions in Computer Science by A. K. Dewdney, 
who writes the 'Computer Recreations' column in Scientific A.mericaa. Publisher is 
Computer Science Press (distributed by W. H. Freeman). 41:5 pages for $US24.9~ 

The other is Turtles oft.be ll'orld by C. H. Ernst and R. W Barbour It's a 
review of the 257 species and 200 million year history of the turtle, and is a 
publication of the Smithsonian Institution. Price is $US4') 

/ 
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Pascal, Logo, or something else? 
Why teach Pascal in schools? That was the main question asked in 'The 

Pascal Experiment' as it was published in POALL. or 'PascaJ? Why?' in an 
abbreviated and serialised form in the CEGSA Newsletter. So far. noone has 
answered. 

Yes. one was 'stirring·. but there is a serious intent. and there are some 
other questions that perhaps need thinking through Why teach programming? 
Why the emphasis on data processing? Why not skills of planning, modularity etc 
but without the rigid analysis/design/code/validate scheme? Why not 
programming by experiment and debugging? Why not OOPS and hypertext. the 
current 'in· paradigms? What do the universities and SAlT want of their 
prospective students apart from keyboard skills and the ability to use word 
processors etc? Do they really want familiarity with Pascal syntax. or notions of 
planning and modularity? What about our students? Are we aiming at future 
computing professionals, at computer users in other professions and trades. or at 
students who have run out of Tech. Studies and Home Ec. options and don l have the 
intellectual capacity to cope with the abstract and symbolic notions of 
programming? (NB. I'm not disparaging Tech. Studies and Home Ec.l Of course 
there may be aspects of High school that this former Primary school teacher has 
yet to understand. 

That a student's first programming language is influential has been 
observed by many writers. Two examples 

'Our experience, lllld that of others who teach programming, is that a first computer 
language's particular style and its main concepts not only have a strong influence on 
what a new programmer can accomplish but l!.lso leave an impression about 
programming and computers that can last for years. The process of learning to 
program a computer can impose such a particular point of view that l!.lternative W.ys 
of perceiving and solving problems can become extremely frustrating for new 
programmers.' (Kay, 1977) 

'Along with this dissatisfaction !about existing languages! goes my conviction that 
the language in which the student is taught to express his ideas profoundly 
influences his habits of thought and invention, and the disorder governing these 
languages directly imposes itself onto the programming style of the students.' 
(Jensen and Wirth, 1975) 

Given that. what are the qualities needed in a language for students. and by 
students I mean those at primary and secondary leveJ7 Perhaps the following, in 
no particular order: 
• Interactive. either interpreted or incrementally compiled 
• Easily used editing and filin-g sy.stems 
• Easily used graphics (Turtle and coordinate) and sound. ('Sprites· and 'demons· 

vould be useful, but not essential.) 
• The ability to control externa:l devices (eg Turtles and LEGO machines) 
• Modular. vitb two-way parameter passing 
• Minimum syntax. and consistency in forming constructs 
• Convenient. but not restrictive data typing. 
• Meaningful error messages. 
• Easy manipulation of te-xt 
• Easily used loopin·g constructs. and recursion 
• Mathematical functions. 
• Power and expressiveness. 
• The ability to demonstrate and explore fundamental issues in computing 
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How many languages meet those criteria? There was SGme iateresti-ng 
correspondence, following an article en the subject, in Byte in 198<4. One WendeH 
Brown wrote &lmesi despsiring-ly (Brown, 198<4): 

'Are we to go on taching bad habits lO our bl!tlinninB prot~rammers? Pascal is 
certa,inly an alternative_ But Pascal Is Intimidating and hard lor many students to 
learn as lheir lir.otl&ni1J111'!- Ed itinB. compiling, executing, and re-editiRB to debug a 
program CaR severely test tile patieru:e of a young person ... 
Isn't it about time somebody offered a well-structured, incre11181ltaJiy compiled 
language lor tlle Apple II?' 

There were several replies. one frllm an obvious Logophile. who after 
describing Logo's features stated <Teller. 198<4) 'The language is Logo.· 

Now. Logo is not without its faults. Andy di Sessa has admitted that from the 
time the idea of the Turtle appeared. list processing received less attention than it 
should have in the design of Logo. We still have much of the power of LISP. but it is 
often, to some people. inaccessible To write a large and complex list processing 
program requires considerable effort and understanding, probably more than the 
average student will bring te the problem. Teachers who have experience with 
other languages w111 often find the style of Logo rather fore:igm; the argument in 
South Australia a year or so ago &bout stop rules was a consequence of one person ·s 
unfamiliarity. There are two ways to overcome these problems one is to read 
writers lite Harvey. the second is to write in nothing but Logo for a time 

Issues of syntax in Logo are nonexistent once the process of evaluation is 
understood, again, Harvey is perhaps the best to read. The distinction between • 
(quote) and -(dots) is easy. ·means 'treat this word as just a word'. while means 
'(eturn the v&lue bound to the word' The re&l intellectual leap is the process of 
rec~rsion. There are as many ways of understanding that as there are expositors: 
Harvey gives -4 separate explanations in <4 separate Chapters '5 in the first volume of 
his trilogy_ 

Logo as it stands. despite the forthcoming new version of Logo Writer 1• is not 
the latest. nor necessarily the best. medium for programming in schools Two 
paradigms are becoming increasingly important in programming 

The first of these is Object Oriented programming_ The ·classic' object 
oriented language is Kay's Sm&llt&lt. but objects are appearing in versions of other 
languages. witaess c ... Common Lisp Object System. and. you guessed it. Object 
Pasc&l (in sever&! forms) (Of course, to use the OOPS features of c .. or Object 
Pasc&l. one must first know C or Pascal. which rather defeats the purpose in a 
learning situation.) There is &150 Object Logo. a very powerful system for the 
Macintosh. at present t.Be only truly increment&lly compiled Logo. As well. Ada and 
Modula-2 have some object concepts built into them. Which should be learned first' 
The consensus seems to be that Smallt&lt offers the best grounding. since the 
concepts are applicable to the other OOPS languagell/di&lects, and it offers a 
complete and coherent programming environment. designed. like Logo. for 
beginning programmers. including children. It "'"as the model for the Macintosh 
user interface. &nd the other GUis. Given that Sm&llt&lt is now available for the 
MS-DOS and Macintollh environments. a case could be made for abandoning Logo 
and introducing Sm&lll&li. <In case that sounds lite heresy from a Logophile. loot 
up Sm&llt&lt in MiJuhiiJrms. Sm&llt&lt has much of the list processing ability of 
LISP. as well as arrays. and an old friend: 

Turtle 
DMfiDdcw: 'Turtl• Sn.phios'; 4•faulthb; 

2 · 4arll8ray · bl.e · 
3 ~t: [turtle rio: 100; turn: 120) 

1 Any Primary acllool which has not chan&ed te LogoWriter i1 milling out on a much more 
intuitive Logo environ-!. together with aoiae super-b tachinamaterials. 
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Logos with multiple TurUes already have something of an object flavour each 
Turtle with both inherited characteristics and its own. ) 

The other class of programming (in reality a subset of OOPS) is hypertext. 
The most visible example is the Macintosh HyperCard. but Guide has been available 
for MS-DOS machines for some time. and other systems are appearing. For the 
Apple IIGS there is HyperStudio. still without scripting and a bit fragile. but 
showing promise. It's possible to use HyperCard without ·programming· in the 
normal sense at all. but to make the best use some scripting is necessary. HyperTalk 
is an English-like. interpreted and interactive programming language. and a 
number of people have found that children take to it easily 

Boxer. the successor to Logo, is hypertext (for 'button' read 'port'), and in 
the sense that entities are represented by their bo~:es. object oriented. There are 
experimental Boxer sites in Australia. the Sunrise School in Melbourne for example 

Pascal has been. and will continue to be. a signifit>anl and influential 
computer language. It was designed for teaching. but not for young students. who 
need something different. much more immediate and flnible. Pascal is for 
training. not education. The real issues for students are not the syntax of some 
particular language, but 'figuring out what we want to compute. how we will 
decompose problems into manageable parts. and how we will work on the parts · 
(Abelson ets1.198'5. p xvi) 
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More LEGO Legs fconliJ1uedfromp6) 

A hexapod remains stable by always having three feet on the ground; the 
alternating tripod gait. We recenUy devi:sed another leg mechanism. after deciding 

·that wire was the best means of connecting the gears to the legs, because .movement 
about two planes is necessary. In action it vaguely resembles Suth.erland 's 'Trojan 
Cockroach' 

---~---
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What is SSABSA Computing Studies about? As people at a recent SACSTA 
meeting vere told, very few students v.bo have done the course are entering 
computing courses at SAlT or University Standards of students entering are 
improving, because of other ezposure to computing at school, but one of the 
problems remaining is a weakness in understanding of abstraction. 

In procedural terms, 

TO C'llbe : JDIJN!r 
OU!PUT :~ * :m.hltr * :m.hltr 
EID 

is an abstraction, since it can represent the cube of any number. Which makes 
more sense when reading a program. IF :DUJiber * :DUJiber * :DUJiber > 100 
[do ~oaethilrJ} or IF Cube :DUJiber ... ? Harvey .bas a good section on data 
abstraction in Volume 2. pp10S . .J08. Scheming types might wor.t through the indez 
in Abelson, Sussman and Sussman. 

Begin Computer Science at Adelaide UniversitY in 1990 and Jearn Ada. the 
language that has been described as a 'language non-proliferation treaty.' Yes, you 
can do some LISP. in third year. 

Know what 'media ecologists' are? According to Prof Herb Karl <The 
Austra.lian. October 24th. p 31) they ezamine media in terms of how they eztend 
human faculties. Of Logo he is reported: 

'"Logo is out of favour with educators in the US because it is 'too simple' but that is 
why it is so great." Professor Karl said. 

Kids can learn how to"mue things happen, develop analytical skills. propositional 
thinll:ing and see how these processes wort in their own minds when using Logo.' 

Logo Computer Systems Inc has appointed a new representative in Australia. 
(Not before time I hear you say) The company is Computelec Data Systems. of 44 
Peninsula Boulevard Seaford Victoria 3198, (03) 786 71n. and they've started off on 
the right foot by sending fliers about Logo Writer to every secondary school. Ask 
most secondary, even primary. teachers in South Australia about LogoWriter and 
you '11 get blank looks. so it's good to see some promotion at last. Computelec (the 'e · 
before the T is sounded) will be handling all LCSI products, as well as the Valiant 
Turtle. 

CEGSA 's new monthly newsletter is named llAA!pJJ,ge Perhaps .POALL needs 
an heraldic shield. vith Turtles RAMpant! 


